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Introduction
FCHMG and CPMG Design
Magnetic Gear Design Spec.
Geometry Optimization 110 OD 
Objective is to design a small scale Magnetic 
Gear (MG) with sufficient performance in 
torque density and allows easy assembly.
Two rotor typologies were investigated: 
- Flux Concentration Halbach Magnetic 
Gear (FCHMG)
- Consequent Pole Magnetic Gear (CPMG)
 Outerdiameter(OD)of110mm
 Highgearratioof 7.5:1
 Easyassembly
 FullyLaminated
 FluxConcentrationinnerrotor
 Modifiedcagerotordesign
Final FCHMG Design
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Flux Concentration MG
Consequent Pole MG
Geometry Optimization 220 OD 
Flux Concentration MG
Consequent Pole MG
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Outer rotor
p3 pole-pairs
Modulation rotor
n2 ferromagnetic segments
Inner rotor
p1 pole-pairs
SUMMARY OF HIGHEST TORQUE DENSITY DESIGNS 110OD 
Parameter 
Flux 
concentration 
Consequent 
pole 
Units 
Inner rotor inner radii, ri1 10 15 mm 
Inner rotor outer radii, ro1 35 40 mm 
Modulator radial length, l2 7 3 mm 
Inner radii of outer rotor 45 44.5 mm 
Peak torque 130.4 61.2 Nm 
Volumetric torque density 176.5 82.9 Nm/L 
Mass torque density  26.9 11.8 Nm/kg 
 
SUMMARY OF HIGHEST TORQUE DENSITY DESIGNS 220OD 
Parameter 
Flux 
concentration 
Consequent 
pole 
Units 
Inner rotor inner radii, ri1 25 30 mm 
Inner rotor outer radii, ro1 80 90 mm 
Modulator radial length, l2 12 7 mm 
Inner radii of outer rotor 95 98.5 mm 
Peak torque 858.7 755.7 Nm 
Volumetric torque density 301.2 265.1 Nm/L 
Mass torque density  45.3 37.7 Nm/kg 
 
Special cage rotor design
Traditional cage rotor design allows magnetic
rods go through each ferromagnetic steel
segments. However, that introduce significant
eddy current that results in losses.
New cage rotor design eliminate rods from the
center of modulation segments and allows
strong plastic rods to interact with the cage
rotor through the rectangular slots between
each ferromagnetic steel segments.
Support rods (blue in color) on outer and inner rotor
are made of non-magnetic 316 stainless steel.
Support rods (pink in color) on inner rotor are made
of magnetic 416 stainless steel.
Final FCHMG Design Torque
Modulation rotor
n2 ferromagnetic segments
Inner rotor
p1 pole-pairs
Outer rotor
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Fig. 1. Flux concentration magnetic gearbox with a 7.5:1 gear ratio.  
Lamination bridges are used on each rotor to minimize part count. The pole 
combination is given by (p1, n2, p3) = (2, 15, 13).  
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Fig. 2.  Consequent pole MG design with a triple PM rotor typology.  A 7.5:1 
gear ratio.  Lamination bridges are used on each rotor to minimize part count. 
The pole combination is given by (p1, n2, p3) = (4, 30, 26) 
